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Experiments,
open minds key
to Cartwright farm

by PAUL RAYNER
Recorder staff

Michelle Schram and Troy Stozek 
may not have started out thinking 
they were going to be farmers, but 
once committed, they took an open-
minded approach, along with a solid 
philosophy and are in the process of 
developing something unique in the 
Cartwright area.

The couple operates Fresh Roots 
Farm, and spoke to interested parties 
at Farm Focus in Boissevain on March 
6. The pair discussed their reasons for 
farming, what they have learned in 
the process and what their hopes for 
the future are. 

They are “unlikely farmers”. 
Schram was raised on a family farm 
near Cartwright, while Stozek was a 
town boy from Dauphin. Both moved 
to Winnipeg to take schooling – 
Schram in International Development, 
Stozek in Environmental Science, with 
his Master on the impact of BSE. They 
met through the Harvest Moon Society, 
and had a small vegetable garden in 
Winnipeg.

“Our fi rst farm was in Osborne 
Village,” Stozek joked.

At some point, they decided they 
wanted to get out of the city and give 
farming a try. Both families were 
supportive, if surprised, and they had 
a leg up as Schram’s family had some 
land they could use for the venture. 
As she said, it was not originally in 
the plans.

“Like a lot of young people who 
grew up in rural areas, if you would 
have asked me if I would come back, 
I would have said ‘no way’,” Schram 
explained. “We just jumped into it. 
Only after being in the city for a while, 
it built a little perspective, and we 
became passionate about our food.”

Stozek said issues like climate 
change and food security were part 
of their studies and they moved from 
there.

“We saw an opportunity to 
start something that was different, 

something that addressed a need for 
a different food system, something 
society craves or has an increasing 
desire for,” he stated.

So five years ago they made 
the plunge, using the available 
land, but starting without too much 
capital expenditure. There would be 
experiments along the way, some they 
stuck with, and some they did not. But 
they learned from them all.

One of their fi rst ventures was 
into boiler chickens. There is a good 
business to be had, Stozek said, but it 
was not for them – Schram said they 
were losing more sanity than it was 
worth. It did not help that they had a 
major loss of chicks due to a predator, 
which showed them how precarious 
their situation was. 

“It was a realty check,” Schram 
said. “A very good lesson for us.”

Another early start was a market 
garden, which had more staying 
power. This was mainly Schram’s 
baby, growing every year till it reached 
about two acres of vegetables, done 
without equipment. They became 
involved in a Community Supported 
Agriculture model, in which they 
would grow and deliver vegetables 
to consumers who paid in advance 
to get whatever vegetables were in 
season. They were involved with 35 
families, which were gratifying, but 
they are planning to discontinue this 
year. The market garden will move 
onward, although perhaps in a smaller 
way, as it is preventing Schram from 
participating in all aspects of the farm. 

Livestock has been a very good 
fi t for them. They were able to get a 
few cows from Schram’s father, and 
because a lot of the fencing was in 
place, were able to get going quite well. 
They have 360 acres they are either 
grazing or haying and are quickly 
growing their herd. Stozek said there 
are about half run as conventional 
calves, and half as grass-fed and 
finished. They are working on a 
different genetic model, trying to 
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